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gibraltar in jay cooke’s time: excerpts from the journal ... - gibraltar in jay cooke’s time: excerpts from
the journal of jay cooke or the gibraltar records 1865-1900 by james e pollard, the ohio state university press,
columbus, ohio, 1935. “at the time gibraltar was opened jay cooke was 43 years of age and, thanks chiefly to
the civil war financing, was one of the best known men in america.” (p.24) jay cooke papers donated to
center - jay cooke papers donated to center by nan card. curator of manuscripts fremont's rutherford b. hayes
presidential center recently received an important manuscript collection from the descendants of jay cooke.
financier of the union army during the american civil war. the don". tion includes three handwritten jour. rials
containing poetry. sketches, [pdf] francesco menzio (italian edition) - jay cooke, vol. 2: financier of the
civil war (classic reprint) financial and general economic histories of the united . in the nineteenth century are
fritz redlich (, part ii, chapter xiv, . 3, reprinting a story from the had helped finance the civil war the
pennsylvania press during the civil war j. cutler andrews - the pennsylvania press during the civil war
by j. cutler andrews carnegie institute of technology, pittsburgh, pennsylvania tn many respects the civil war is
america's trojan war. i from it ... jay cooke, the financier of the civil war (philadelphia, 1907), i, 232.
nationalism and the pacific scandal - project muse - nationalism and the pacific scandal a.a. den otter
the canadian historical review, volume 69, number 3, september 1988, ... jay cooke: financier of the civil war
(philadelphia • 9o7) 3 john l. harnsberger, 'jay cooke and minnesota: the formative years of the ... they sought
the help of jay cooke, the phenomenal pedlar of civil war bonds. on ... recapturing war profits -- a civil war
experience - recapturing war profits -- a civil war experience john p. frank ... recapturing war profits-a civil
war experience john p. frank* world war ii saw a new device in the endless history of legislative ... jay cooke,
financier of the civil war, vol. " war war, of . greenbacks, see mitchell barrett bolles newcomb knox
walker - greenbacks, see mitchell barrett bolles newcomb knox walker adams digitized for fraser ... jay cooke:
private banker. cambridge: harvard university press, 1936. pp. xvii, 512. ... jay cooke* financier of the civil var.
philadelphia; 1907. 2 vols, xi, 658. start homer goodwin 2 6 serve college in 1844. he worked ... - jay
cooke, the financier of the civil war. both jay and pitt cooke were the sons of eleutheros cooke. eleutheros
cooke was the original builder and owner of what is today known as eleutheros cooke house museum. when
the cooke home was originally constructed, it was located on the site of the
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